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QUESTION 1

A customer has an Aruba wireless network, but not wired. You want to emphasize the value of deploying Aruba access
switches as well. What is one advantage that you can explain? 

A. ArubaOS switches support the same embedded, role-based firewall as Aruba controllers and Instant Aps, leading to
duplicated policy enforcement. 

B. ArubaOS switches provide a Network AnalyticsEngine (NAE) that helps to monitor, and ensure the health of both the
wired and connected wireless network. 

C. ArubaOS switches that connect to Aruba Aps can provide beacon management software and help location-based
services. 

D. ArubaOS switches can automatically re-configure their ports with the correct VLAN, QoS, and PoE+ settings when an
Aruba AP connects. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which Aruba solution uses Bluetooth Low Energy to precisely track the location of mobile users through their mobile
devices? 

A. Aruba Asset Tags 

B. Aruba APs in Air Monitor (AM) mode 

C. Aruba Beacons 

D. Aruba APs in Spectrum Monitor (SM) mode 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.hostingadvice.com/blog/aruba-enhances-engagement-through-beacon-technology/ 

 

QUESTION 3

What is one trend that is driving customers toward new network management solutions? 

A. Customers require more expertise and specialization from their IT staff 

B. Savings in other area have freed up IT budget for network management 

C. Customers increasingly demand that IT responds to business needs 

D. IT organizations are becoming more segmented and isolated 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

What is a benefit that Aruba Mobility Master (MM) and an ArubaOS architecture bring to network management? 

A. MM provides a centralized licensing repository and a single interface for configuring controllers. 

B. MM offers a single management interface for configuring wireless devices and onboarding user wireless devices. 

C. Customers can obtain a flexible, cloud-based option for managing their controllers centrally. 

D. Admins can manage ArubaOS switches and ArubaOS controllers from the same management interface. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer needs a network infrastructure upgrade. 

Which characteristic should you use as the primary deciding factor between proposing HPE OfficeConnect or Aruba
solutions? 

A. whether the customer requires 802.11ac 

B. the company vertical 

C. the company size and number of users 

D. whether the customer requires wired or wireless access 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

For which scenario are Aruba Instant APs the recommended wireless solution? 

A. a home office that needs a simple way to connect to a corporate office 

B. a branch office that needs a simple deployment 

C. an enterprise that needs automation and centralized management 

D. an enterprise that needs bluetooth for location-based services 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which challenge is introduced by an increasing number of IoT devices on the network? 

A. As more potentially insecure devices connect from within, traditional perimeter solutions are no longer sufficient. 
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B. Because most IoT devices come with built in security, IT staff needs to be trained in those protocols and security
software suites. 

C. Devices are proliferating, while IoT deployments remain too immature to offer real business value to enterprises at
this time. 

D. Very few IoT devices support wireless and IP technologies, making it difficult to integrate them in the wireless
network. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

How do Aruba IntroSpect and Aruba ClearPass work together to increase value for customers? 

A. ClearPass provides Guest Wi-Fi management, while IntroSpect offers the customizable portal which includes social
logins. 

B. IntroSpect provides centralized encryption that combines with deep packet inspection from the ClearPass firewall to
provide trusted traffic. 

C. ClearPass Sensors are placed in areas with high mobile wireless traffic. They send information to IntroSpect, which
used machine learning analytics to analyze Wi-Fi performance and provide suggestions for how to improve
performance. 

D. IntroSpect detects anomalies and once an Entuty360 Risk Score reaches a certain level, it can send an alert to
ClearPass, which can invoke a range of responses based on pre-defined. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What is one challenge that is pushing customers toward SD-WAN solutions? 

A. need to move to exclusive MPLS for branch connections 

B. lack of control over and visibility into WAN traffic 

C. insufficient security expertise in IT staff at branches 

D. too few products and solutions at the branches across their WAN 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://searchnetworking.techtarget.com/feature/SD-WAN-technology-eases-network-operational-
challenges 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer needs an AP that provides Wave 2 802.11ac for an outdoor environment. Which AP Series meets the
need? 
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A. AP 340 

B. AP 303H 

C. AP 360 

D. AP 330 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which switch should you recommend for a customer that needs high-speed uplinks of up to 40 GbE? 

A. Aruba 3810 switch 

B. Aruba 2930F switch 

C. Aruba 2530 switch 

D. Aruba 2540 switch 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.arubanetworks.com/products/networking/switches/3810-series/ 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer wants to know what sets the Aruba 8400 switch apart from competitors. Which feature of the 8400 switch
should you emphasize? 

A. The Aruba 8400 switch offers high speed 100GbE interfaces, fabric modules, power supplies, and fans 

B. The Aruba 8400 is the first core switch that offers customers the ability to combine multiple switches into a single
logical switch 

C. Zero-Touch Provisioning enables customers to drastically shorten the time it takes to deploy switches 

D. The Network Analytics Engine uses rules-based, real-time monitoring to track issues as they occur and send alerts 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://blogs.arubanetworks.com/spectrum/the-8400-a-core-switch-that-makes-every-network-device-better/ 

 

QUESTION 13

What is one way Aruba solutions help healthcare companies support BYOD and BioMed initiatives? 

A. Aruba Meridian regulates patient access and applies access controls that prevent patients from monopolizing
bandwidth and interfering with more important traffic. 
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B. Aruba Client Match maximizes performance in a dense environment with many different types of devices, enabling
staff to communicate and access records more quickly. 

C. Aruba ClearPass automatically downloads software on every patient device to constantly track each asset\\'s
location, even if it leaves the premises. 

D. Aruba IntroSpect strictly enforces HIPPA regulations by only making records available to healthcare providers if the
patient provides his or her password. 

Correct Answer: B 
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